Cooperation Agreement between 
University of Music and Performing Arts, Vienna 
and 
Université de Montreal, Faculté de musique

Université de Montreal, Faculté de musique, and University of Music and Performing Arts, Vienna agree upon cooperation in various spheres of music, science and research. The cooperation shall intensify the mutual relations, the comprehension of culture, and the exchange of experiences in teaching and research in connection with artistic and scientific subjects.

For this purpose, the following arrangements are agreed:

1. Each institution nominates an agent preparing the exchange programme mutually desired in cooperation with the associated institution.
2. The associates organize an exchange for particularly qualified students. Each semester during the term of this agreement, each institution may send students to be enrolled at the other institution.
3. Applications should contain a recording or other relevant material which proofs the artistic or scientific skills of the applicant, so that the teaching staff of the host institution can decide whether to accept or refuse the candidate.
4. All exchange students must be officially registered at the home institution and if required pay the necessary fees there. Each host institution will provide tuition fee waivers for the exchange students.
5. Exchange students may apply to any academic program offered at the host institution, but the host institution reserves the right to exclude students from restricted enrolment programs.
6. Students are responsible for their valid health insurance. Austrian students will have to accept the health insurance offered by the Université de Montréal.
7. The host institution offers help or advice to find a domicile.
8. The cooperating institutions will provide each other with adequate information on the performance of participating students, including an official transcript of credits (or its equivalent) as soon as practicable after the students’ completion of the exchange.
9. The associates will make efforts for the exchange of academic teachers. An exchange between both teaching staffs shall promote the mutual interests in research and teaching and stimulate the institutions in this area. Because the teacher exchange cannot be rendered feasible for the whole study term, it should be organized as a master class or a seminar.
10. Concerning the planning and realization of projects, both universities will follow the regulations of the associated institution and host country. All projects’ and common events’ financial modi operandi that arise within this agreement will be negotiated apart and stated in a separate writing.
11. Additionally, exchange of information will be promoted within the scope of partnership, i.e. about the structure of both institutions, their courses or their study offers. Mutual help should be given for organizing books and scores being difficult of access.
12. The present agreement is concluded without any time limitation. Any modification or cancellation must be notified to the associated institution six months in advance.
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